One contribution of 10 to a Theme Issue 'Computational cell biology: from the past to the future'. A quantitative hypothesis for cancer genesis and progression-the endogenous molecular-cellular network hypothesis, intended to include both genetic and epigenetic causes of cancer-has been proposed recently. Using this hypothesis, here we address the molecular basis for maintaining normal liver and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), and the potential strategy to cure or relieve HCC. First, we elaborate the basic assumptions of the hypothesis and establish a core working network of HCC according to the hypothesis. Second, we quantify the working network by a nonlinear dynamical system. We show that the working network reproduces the main known features of normal liver and HCC at both the modular and molecular levels. Lastly, the validated working network reveals that (i) specific positive feedback loops are responsible for the maintenance of normal liver and HCC; (ii) inhibiting proliferation and inflammation-related positive feedback loops and simultaneously inducing a liver-specific positive feedback loop is predicated as a potential strategy to cure or relieve HCC; and (iii) the genesis and regression of HCC are asymmetric. In light of the characteristic properties of the nonlinear dynamical system, we demonstrate that positive feedback loops must exist as a simple and general molecular basis for the maintenance of heritable phenotypes, such as normal liver and HCC, and regulating the positive feedback loops directly or indirectly provides potential strategies to cure or relieve HCC.
Introduction
Cancer, a generic term for malignant neoplasms, has been recorded for thousands of years [1] . During the long discourse on cancer, many hypotheses have been proposed [1, 2] . Nowadays, cancer is thought to be a genetic disease, which suggests that the genesis and progression of cancer are caused by genetic alterations, i.e. carcinogenic factors caused cancer by their damage to normal genomes [3, 4] . Nevertheless, there is extensive experimental and theoretical evidence to suggest that the genome is not the whole story [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Although cancers are often characterized by genetic alteration, it is certainly clear that genetic alterations are not always a prerequisite for the initial genesis of cancer. For example, certain precancerous lesions can develop in vivo without detectable cytogenetic abnormalities [10, 11] . On the other hand, genetic alterations are not always sufficient for the initial genesis of cancer. For example, about 50% of hepatocytes (in an adult human) are polyploid, with two, four or even more times the normal diploid quantity of DNA per cell [15] . The facts show that there are no one-to-one relationships between genotype and phenotype, and the biochemical reactions of the endogenous molecular -cellular agents cannot be ignored [16 -20] . Thus, in order to understand cancer, we need to include both genetic and complex biochemical reaction information in & 2014 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
addition to genomic information. Thus, we have proposed an alternative cancer endogenous molecular-cellular network hypothesis [5, 6] , which is formulated as follows. The molecular and cellular agents, such as oncogenes and suppressor genes, and related growth factors, hormones, cytokines, etc., interact with each other through signalling transduction and gene regulation to form the endogenous molecular-cellular network. A quantitative description of the endogenous network consists of a set of nonlinear and coupled differential equations. The nonlinear dynamical interactions among the endogenous agents can generate many local attractors with obvious or non-obvious biological functions. We assume that normal tissue and cancer are endogenous attractors underlying the endogenous molecular-cellular network. Related hypotheses have also been proposed by others [21, 22] .
In light of the present hypothesis, the genesis and regression of cancer is viewed as transitions between normal tissue and cancer attractors passing through saddle points or other attractors. Using hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) as a working example, we explore the molecular basis which maintains both normal liver and HCC attractors and, by taking advantage of this, seek potential strategies to cure or relieve HCC. Despite the fact that effective therapies are still lacking for most cancers [23] , we are motivated to address the issues from both clinical and experimental perspectives. For example, we know that there have been independent reports of the spontaneous regression of cancer; despite it being a rare event [13, 14] , there is optimism that cancer may be cured or relieved. In fact, tumorigenesis is also a rare event, caused by factors such as oncogenes; however, they have been overexpressed or activated to increase the probability of tumorigenesis. Along the same lines, it is reasonable to assume that we can make rare spontaneous regression of cancer a more probable event by targeting properly defined factors. We also know that this concept has been achieved successfully in acute promyelocytic leukaemia (APL), in which targeted therapy has changed APL from being highly fatal to highly curable [24] .
In the following sections, firstly, we will discuss the basic assumptions of this hypothesis and establish a working model according to the hypothesis using HCC as an example [23, 25] . Secondly, we quantify the working network by a nonlinear dynamical system and compare the modelling results with clinical and experimental data. We will show that the working model reproduces the main features of normal liver and HCC at both modular and molecular levels, which suggests that the working network may be valid to study normal liver and HCC. Lastly, theoretical and practical implications from the working model are considered. We answer the proposed questions explicitly: (i) specific positive feedback loops are responsible for the maintenance of normal liver and HCC; (ii) inhibiting proliferation and inflammation and simultaneously inducing liver differentiation is predicated as the potential strategy to cure or relieve HCC; and (iii) the genesis and regression of HCC is asymmetric.
Biological assumptions and working model
An endogenous molecular-cellular network hypothesis of cancer has been proposed as an alternative means to understand cancer [5, 6] . The main assumptions underlying the hypothesis are as follows. Firstly, we assumed that a biological system is built by a set of functional modules and that there is crosstalk between the modules. According to the current understanding of cancer biology [26] , a minimal set of core functional modules (figure 1) to describe HCC at the systemic level may include the cell cycle, apoptosis, metabolism, liverspecific function, cell adhesion, immune response and angiogenesis [8, 15, 25, 26] . Furthermore, we assumed that the status of each functional module may be regulated by a minimal set of molecular-cellular agents according to the accumulated molecular biology knowledge of liver [15, 25] . The molecularcellular agents are assumed to be proteins, as proteins are the main cell fate decision-makers via the regulation of signalling transduction and gene expression (figure 1; for a detailed description, see the electronic supplementary material).
Secondly, we assumed that the molecular-cellular agents will interact with each other. The activation/upregulation or inhibition/ downregulation among the agents was summarized from a well-documented gene regulatory network and signalling transduction pathway, which suggest that the interactions have a solid biochemical basis [15, 25] . We assume that the agents and interactions among agents form an autonomous and decision-making network, which suggests that the transmission of information is not one way and there is no privileged causality in the network. To emphasize that the network is formed by the interactions of endogenous cellularmolecular agents shaped by evolution, we called it the endogenous molecular-cellular network. The aim of establishing a liver endogenous network is to reveal the core regulatory mechanisms of the liver at the systemic level. A working endogenous network of HCC has been established according to the hypothesis (figure 1; for detailed references see the electronic supplementary material, table S1). As the key molecular-cellular agents that regulate the status of the functional modules and their interactions have been documented and proved to be conserved, it seems that the working endogenous network is reproducible according to the hypothesis.
It is necessary to discuss the gaps between the working endogenous network of liver and real liver. There is no doubt that the real liver has been greatly simplified by the above assumptions. For example, there are far more functional modules than the selected modules here; other molecular-cellular agents, such as microRNA, metabolites and other proteins, are not considered explicitly in the network. Thus, the simplified and incomplete working endogenous network is by no means the only realization and is open to further expansion and revision. However, we will show later that it is one of the simplest variants, which may reproduce the main features of normal liver and HCC tissues at both the modular and molecular levels. Moreover, we will show that solid predications can be reached by careful analysis even in the case of partial knowledge.
Quantification of the endogenous network
The quantitative description of the core endogenous molecular-cellular network consists of a set of coupled differential equations [27] [28] [29] [30] . We use CyclinD-CDK4/6 as an example to show how to obtain the differentiation equations (figure 1). CyclinD-CDK4/6 was upregulated by transcription factor E2F and Myc and downregulated by C/EBPa, p21 and GSK-3b. Firstly, we assume that the concentration or activity of CyclinD-CDK4/6 under the influence of the protein E2F,
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Myc, C/EBPa, p21 and GSK-3b takes the following form [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] :
Here, [CyclinD-CDK4/6] is the concentration or activity of protein CyclinD-CDK4/6.
is the integrated production rate of CyclinD-CDK4, (CyclinD À CDK4/6)/(t CyclinDÀCDk4=6 ) is the degradation term of CyclinD-CDK4/6, t CyclinD2CDk4/6 is its degradation constant. We further assume that CyclinD-CDK4/6 needs to be activated by E2F or Myc, and at the same time inactivated by C/EBPa, p21 and GSK-3b. Then, the integrated production rate
is quantified by Hill functions,
V CyclinDÀCDK4=6 is the maximal production rate of protein CyclinD-CDk4. n 1i are the Hill coefficients, K 1i are the dissociation constants, which are biochemical parameters describing the kinetic properties of each protein in regulating the production of CyclinD-CDK4. As it is impossible to obtain all the parameters, we focus on the properties of these interactions which are invariant in the appropriate parameters Figure 1 . Working endogenous molecular -cellular network of HCC. In this working model, the core modules include the cell cycle, cell death, metabolism, differentiated liver-specific function, cell adhesion, immune response and angiogenesis; each core functional module is specified by a set of core molecular -cellular agents. Interactions, activation/upregulation or inhibition/downregulation, among the core molecular -cellular agents form the endogenous molecular -cellular network of liver.
rsfs.royalsocietypublishing.org Interface Focus 4: 20130064 but depend only on the logical and topological structure of the interactions [29] . We consider the relative concentration or activity of these agents: the content or activity of each protein was normalized to range from 0 to 1, where 0 means minimal content or activity and 1 means maximal. This assumption will not affect validations, because much of the experimental data, such as gene expression data, are also in a framework of relative concentration. The maximal production rate, V CyclinD2CDK4/6 , and the degradation rate, t CyclinD2CDk4/6 , are normalized, as 1. n 1i and K 1i values are selected within a reasonable range to grasp the key feature of activation or inhibition, for example n 1i ¼ 3 and K 1i ¼1/8 (scanning of parameters is considered in the electronic supplementary material).
The quantitative assumptions provide a general framework to quantify the endogenous network; other proteins in the working endogenous network of liver are quantified in a similar way (see the electronic supplementary material). Thus, the working endogenous network is described by a nonlinear dynamical system, which implies some attractors underlying the endogenous network [5, 6, 28] . We show that attractors are robust against reasonable parameters by scanning n and K in the Hill function (electronic supplementary material, tables S2-S7). The results suggest that attractors are determined by the emerging property of network topology structure and dynamic logic relationship rather than by selective parameters.
Validations at modular and molecular levels
As we have established and quantified the working endogenous network, we now validate this network using the main known features of normal liver and HCC. One of the most important features is that some key functional modules have opposite status between normal liver and HCC [25, 26] . We define the status of functional modules using on and off: on means the expression or activation level of the molecularcellular agents supported the execution of the functional module, whereas off means the expression or activation of these agents did not support the execution of the functional module. We summarize the status of these functional modules, including cell cycle, metabolism, liver-specific function, cell death, cell adhesion, immune response and angiogenesis, in normal liver and HCC from clinical and experimental data (table 1) [25, 26] .
From the working endogenous network model side, according to the ordinary differential equations, we obtain five attractors, which may have obvious or non-obvious biological functions (see the electronic supplementary material, tables S2 -S7). Each attractor is specified by the relative content or activity of these molecular-cellular agents. According to the expression or activation level of these agents, we can judge the status, on or off, of the functional modules in each attractor. We also summarize the status of these functional modules in each attractor (table 1) . The results show that two attractors, A and C, obtained from the model have a perfect match with normal liver and HCC, respectively, at the modular level. Thus, we preliminarily conclude that attractors A and C of the model reproduce the clinically normal liver and HCC.
Furthermore, we test this preliminary conclusion at the molecular-cellular level. Firstly, we summarize the relative change of each agent from normal liver to HCC (table 2) according to the experimental data. The experimental results are collected in two independent ways. The first way is expert knowledge, which is obtained from the current study of the mechanism of each agent and its relative change from normal liver to HCC; relative changes of the agents from clinical studies have also been summarized as a double check [15, 25] (detailed references are in the electronic supplementary material, table S8). The other way is to analyse the high-throughput microarray data, checking the transcriptional change of each agent from normal liver to HCC [35] . Secondly, according to the modelling result, we summarize the relative change of each agent from normal liver to HCC (table 2). The comparison shows that the modelling results and specialist knowledge have an agreement of 85.7% (table 2) and have an agreement of 61.9%, 76.2%, 71.4% with three independent HCC tissues, respectively (table 2, NCBI ID: GSE33006) [35] . Given the heterogeneous nature of cancer [36] and intrinsic experimental error [37] , the accuracy rates suggest a good agreement.
Consistency of the experimental data and model results at both the modular and molecular levels suggests that the present working network of liver reproduces the main known features of normal liver and HCC. It seems quite striking because the molecular-cellular agents and interactions in the working network are added one by one from the knowledge obtained independently and the attractors of the complex nonlinear dynamical systems are far beyond our imagination Table 2 . Model and experimental results of the relative changes of molecular -cellular agents in each attractor. Relative changes of molecular -cellular agents, including up, down or unchanged, from normal liver to HCC obtained from model results are listed (in the second column). Relative changes of agents summarized from liver biology are listed in the third column (detailed references are in the electronic supplementary material, We also want to point out that as it is impossible to enumerate all the possible attractors of this high-dimensional nonlinear dynamic system, the attractors obtained here are by sampling. By sampling enough times, we confirm that there are at least five attractors. The dynamical system may include limit cycles and chaos; however, at the present stage we have not found limit cycles and chaos. Mathematically, the structure of the endogenous molecular-cellular network model is similar to the Morse-Smale dynamical system [38] : it is structurally stable with a finite number of attractors.
Theoretical and practical implications
As real liver has been simplified during the realization of the hypothesis, the present working network should be viewed as what liver might be, not as what it must be. As the endogenous molecular-cellular network is quantified by a nonlinear dynamical system, we shall therefore discuss only the characteristic properties of the nonlinear dynamic system. One of the most characteristic properties of nonlinear dynamical systems is that each attractor of the system is established and maintained by some key molecular-cellular agents and their interactions [33, 39] . The present working network reveals that distinct positive feedback loops provide a simple and general strategy for the establishment and maintenance of normal liver and HCC.
The working network reveals that the positive feedback loop HNF4a-C/EBPa-Foxa2 is responsible for the establishment and maintenance of normal liver attractor (figure 2a). Biologically, HNF4a, C/EBPa and Foxa2 are liverenriched transcription factors, which regulate the synergistic transcriptional activation of hepatocyte-specific genes [25, 40] . These liver-enriched transcription factors have mutual activations, which form a positive feedback loop and maintain normal liver tissue [25, 40] . Experiments also show that fibroblasts can be induced to function as hepatocyte-like cells by overexpressing liver-specific transcription factors [41] . The activated HNF4a-C/EBPa-Foxa2 loop also affects the status of other functional modules (figure 2a), such as suppressing the hepatocyte cell cycle and related metabolism [42, 43] , suppressing inflammation [42] and inducing differentiation of hepatocytes [25] .
The working network reveals that two positive feedback loops, receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs)-Ras, Akt, ERK, bcatenin-Myc, HIF and TNF-a, IL-1, IL-6-NF-kB (in Kupffer cells), are responsible for the establishment and maintenance of HCC (figure 2b). Biologically, RTKs-Ras, Akt, ERK, bcatenin-Myc, HIF is a conserved proliferation-related positive feedback loop. Receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) are the highaffinity cell surface receptors, including EGFR, VEGFR, etc. Once activated, RTKs will lead to downstream activation of a number of common signalling molecules [44] . The activation of signalling pathways will change the gene expression profiles, and the changes in gene expression in turn activate the RTK ligands; in this way they form positive feedback loops to support cell proliferation [45, 46] . TNF-a, IL-1, IL-6-NF-kB (in Kupffer cells) is an inflammation-related positive feedback loop [47] ; pro-inflammatory stimuli, TNF and IL-1b, will activate the IkB kinase (IKK), resulting in IkB phosphorylation and leading to the nuclear entry of freed NF-kB dimers in Kupffer cells. Activated Kupffer cells produce a panel of inflammatory cytokines and growth factors, including IL-1, IL-6 and TNF-a, thus forming an inflammation-related positive feedback loop [48] . The two activated positive feedback loops also affect the status of other functional modules (figure 2b), such as activating cell proliferation and growth [45, 46] , activating angiogenesis [46] and inhibiting cell apoptosis [45] , inducing dedifferentiation [43] .
Regulating these positive feedback loops provides strategies to make transitions between normal liver and HCC. Specifically, one predication is that HCC may be cured or relieved by inhibiting the proliferation-related feedback loops RTKs-Ras, Akt, ERK, b-catenin-Myc, HIF and inflammation-related feedback loops TNF-a, IL-1, IL-6-NF-kB (in Kupffer cells), and simultaneously activating differentiated liver-specific-related loop, HNF4a-C/EBPa-Foxa2 ( figure 3 ). In reality, regulating the positive feedback loops can be achieved either by inhibiting or activating these proteins in these positive feedback loops directly or by controlling diet and metabolism, etc., which affects these positive feedback loops indirectly. In short, the working network predicates a potential strategy to cure or relieve HCC by inhibiting proliferation and inflammation, and inducing liver differentiation simultaneously.
The second characteristic property of the working network results from the topology of these positive feedback loops figure 3 ). The coupling of the liver-specific, proliferation and inflammation positive feedback loops reveals that the genesis and regression of HCC is asymmetric. This means that normal liver can be induced to HCC by activating the proliferation-related feedback loops, RTKs-Ras, Akt, ERK, b-cateninMyc, HIF and inflammation-related feedback loops, TNF-a, IL-1, IL-6-NF-kB (in Kupffer cells); however, HCC cannot be induced to normal liver by inhibiting the two positive feedback loops, so we still need to activate the liver-specific positive feedback loop HNF4a-C/EBPa-Foxa2 simultaneously. The ubiquitous HCC relapse and drug resistance may result from this property [49, 50] . In short, the results show that, when designing strategies for HCC prevention, cure and care, we need to take these positive feedback loops seriously.
6. Discussion
Endogenous molecular -cellular network hypothesis and genetic mutation hypothesis
The proposed cancer endogenous molecular-cellular network hypothesis incorporates both genetic information and biochemical reactions among endogenous molecular-cellular agents beyond the genomic information [5, 6] . On the genetic information level, the present hypothesis incorporates the hypothesis that cancer is a genetic disease. The gain and loss of functions via genetic mutations can be simply represented by removing and adding molecular-cellular agents or interactions in the endogenous network [3, 4] ; such manipulation can be handled by standard procedures, which pose no additional conceptual issues [6, 28] . Beyond the genomic information, the nonlinear dynamical biochemical interactions among the endogenous agents generate normal tissue attractors and cancer attractors. Owing to the nonlinear biochemical interactions beyond the genomic information, the present hypothesis holds that there are no simple one-to-one relationships between genotype and phenotype in complex diseases such as cancer. Instead, genotype is in general related to phenotype by a very complex network of biochemical reactions [16, 17] .
Working endogenous and typical bioinformatics networks
The aim of establishing a liver endogenous network is to reveal the core regulatory mechanisms of HCC genesis and progression at the systemic level. Many other high-throughput-based rsfs.royalsocietypublishing.org Interface Focus 4: 20130064 frameworks, such as the ENCODE project [51] , also have been proposed with similar aims. Theoretically, the regulatory mechanism can be deduced from high-throughput data if we have enough data [30] . Nevertheless, in reality, the present genomewide gene expression and protein interaction information are far from achieving this goal [8, 30] . Currently, the analysis of high throughput is based more on statistics, which can deduce the network topology and correlation between these molecular-cellular agents [51] . In the endogenous network construction, we solve this issue by making full use of the well-documented gene regulatory network and signalling transduction pathway, which reflect our accumulated knowledge in the molecular biology of liver.
Quantitative analysis of the endogenous molecular -cellular network
The endogenous molecular-cellular network should be quantified by a stochastic nonlinear dynamical system [52, 53] ; recent progress allows us to ignore the stochastic effects at the first step [54, 55] . Characteristic properties of nonlinear dynamical systems declare that a distinct positive feedback loop must exist to maintain normal liver and HCC, in the light of the assumption that normal liver and HCC are distinct attractors of the endogenous molecular-cellular network of liver. A vivid and graphical description of the dynamical system is an adaptive landscape, which can depict the robustness of these attractors and the transition between the attractors intuitively [56] . Recent progress allows us to construct the adaptive landscape based on the endogenous molecular-cellular network [55, 57] .
Potential strategies for hepatocellular carcinoma cure, prevention and care
The working network predicates a potential strategy to cure or relieve HCC by inhibiting proliferation and inflammation, and simultaneously inducing liver differentiation, which can be checked by experiments. There are three reasons to recommend this combination. Firstly, each has been successfully used to cure cancer [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] . Proliferation and inflammation-related proteins have been approved by the US Food and Drug Administration to treat certain human cancers [58, 62] . Liver-specific transcription factors that are overexpressed to induce HCC differentiation have shown anti-tumour effects [60, 61] . However, the separate treatment strategies may result in dilemmas such as drug resistance [59] or just cannot obtain favourable results in clinical practice [61] . Our predication here reveals that we should use combined therapies, in particular we need to induce HCC differentiation. Secondly, similar strategies have been successfully used in a subtype of APL to turn it from highly fatal to highly curable [24] ; our predication suggests that these concepts should be used in solid tumours. Thirdly, clinical cases have independently reported the spontaneous regression of HCC [14] ; however, spontaneous regression is a rare event. The predicated combined strategies here may make rare HCC spontaneous regression a more probable phenomenon.
Conclusion
Using HCC as an example, we have realized the recently proposed cancer endogenous molecular-cellular network hypothesis. The working network of liver was quantified by a set of nonlinear differentiation equations. We have then demonstrated that the working network reproduces the main features of normal liver and HCC at both modular and molecular levels, as the first set of evidence of the validity of the hypothesis. We explicitly obtained two additional testable predications for further validation. Specifically, (i) the potential strategies to cure or relieve HCC may be inhibiting proliferation and inflammation, and simultaneously inducing liver differentiation; (ii) the genesis and regression of HCC are asymmetric. We explicitly discuss the gaps between the working endogenous network of liver and real liver at each step of the realization, including the basic assumptions, working network construction, quantification, validations and feasibility of the predications. In summary, these predications should be taken seriously when designing strategies for HCC prevention, cure and care. We would also suggest that the endogenous molecular-cellular network hypothesis may provide a suitable candidate, both qualitatively and quantitatively, to understand cancer genesis and progression.
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